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PS69 Coaxial Speakers 
Owner’s Manual

WIRING

We recommend using 16 gauge (or larger) wire. The PS Speakers are rated at 2 or 4 ohms. Make sure 
you match the speaker impedance with the amplifi er load rating.

Two PS Speakers wired in 
parallel to a single channel
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PERFORMANCE

Woofer Size | in [mm] 6 x 9 [150 x 230]

Tweeter Size | in [mm] 1 [25]

Frequency Response | Hz 40–20,000

Max Recommended Amplifi er Power [Watts] | PEAK/RMS 180/90

Sensitivity [SPLo] | dB @ 1W, 1m 87.2

Nominal Impedance [Zn] | ohm 2 (40PS692),  4 (40PS694)

Weight | oz [g] 43.5 [1234]

Mounting Hole Diameter | in [mm] 5 5/8 x 8 7/16 [143 x 214]

Mounting Depth | in [mm] 3 1/4 [83]

Top Mount Height | in [mm] 7/8 [23]

Package Contents:

(2) PS69 Speakers (2) 12” wiring harnesses
(8) M4 x 25mm pan cross head woodscrews (8) M4 speed nuts
(4) 22ga, red crimp-style butt connectors (2) Grilles
(2) Kicker badges

            



WOOFER MOUNTING

The KICKER PS Speakers are all-purpose, weather-proof and ready to meet the demands of any 
environment. When possible, mount the speakers in a vehicle’s factory locations or in a location with a 
semi-isolated rear chamber, such as saddle-bag lids on your motorcycle

Custom mounting locations will require more preparation and work. Make sure that the speaker will not 
interfere with trunk and door opening and closing mechanisms and that the enclosed screws will not 
puncture the fuel tank, puncture wiring, or interfere with any other mechanical parts on the underside of 
the mounting surface. If you’re installing the speakers in a door, cycle the windows all the way down and 
up.

If the speaker cut-out locations require you to cut metal, avoid structural metal and braces.

Pro Tip: You’re a KICKER PX amplifi er and a few cables away from a full system upgrade! KICKER PX 
amps provide audio-connectivity and low current draw for an easy install that won’t tax your electrical 
system.

Connect wiring to speaker terminals

Mount the speakers to desired location using the included screws

Learn more about motorcycle sound systems we have.

https://www.motorcycleid.com/sound-systems.html



